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Director’s Vision  
•  Cinematography: For this dramatic comedy I’d pick DOP- Xavier Perez Grobet (Nine Lives, The Back-

Up Plan, Music & Lyrics) or Andrij Parekh (Blue Valentine)  The honesty and transparency of “Last 
Night,” feature debut by Massy Tadjedin and the playfulness of the camera in “Mammoth” with its 
smooth transitions between locations: NY-Thailand and the Philippines. Organic feel in Thailand. 
Comedy should have the candidness of “Up All Night”( girlfriend relationship btw: Maya Rudolph –
Christina Applegate transformed into Mother,Jane and Daughter,Victoria) disarming childishness and 
the intelligent wit that “Whitney” has. The painful tension of unresolved issues should feel like what 
Nicole Holofcener creates in “Lovely & Amazing” and “Please Give”  The Drama I’m looking for is that 
of “Things You Can Tell Just by Looking at Her” and “Mother and Child” very women driven. 

•  -Feel and Look: Should be very natural the camera should just be a by stander watching and FLOW. In 
the food sequence I want a Pro- that is a DOP who shoots food for commercials i.e. tabletop, like an 
Agustín Calderón, who shows off the beauty and art of cooking it’s about making the complexity of 
preparing food simplified and appetizing on film. The audience must fall back in love with food and 
view it differently after they watch Thai Surprise, just as Victoria has to find a way to accept that her 
supposed well put together mother is HUMAN and not PERFECT and DOES MAKE MISTAKES and 
that she should embrace Jane for that as Victoria must learn from her own choices in life. 

•  Storyline: Great the way it plays, I’d open on Victoria being woken up in the middle of the night 
looking terrible and her Mom telling her that her father just died, from there we cut to the busy kitchen 
sequence where we see how stressed she is and how dependent she’s on her Xanax to get by. Cut to 
the funeral, then back to her rushing off to the investors presentation and then being fired at which 
point she looses it.  From there we go to Thailand. I’d keep the flashbacks to a minimum. Right now 
script has too many. The Key here is to establish from the beginning a contrast in lifestyle from busy 
NYC to peaceful and relaxing Thailand, from not knowing what the hell you are doing with your life, to 
spending a week in Thailand and finding all the answers to simplify your life make it pretty much 
stress free and learn to be happy again or create your bliss. 

•  Art Direction in the NY apts for Victoria and also Paul’s should be very Almadovar-ish feeling and 
slight bizarre element. Vibrant colors and completely clinical whites. Jane’s house very Martha Stuart, 
Upper EastSide look, to be admired but not to actually live in. 

•  Location: NY: Tribeca area and look. Thailand:  should be very much like Eat, Drink, Love setting, 
minor dressing, Location for the Banana Leaf GuestHouse is ke,y and LESS IS MORE, let the beauty 
and peacefulness of the real location speak for itself. Really push for the Dept of Tourism to grant us 
access to the best locations in. 



PRINCIPAL TALENT 

•  Victoria (Chef) 
•  Jane ( Victoria’s Mom) 
•  Kamol (Jane’s first love and Father of her son, Seni) 
•  Seni ( Victoria’s half-Brother) 
•  Bob (Victoria’s Dad) 
•  Paul ( Victoria’s on-off again boyfriend) 
•  Alex (Victoria’s BFF) 
•  Trish (Jane’s BFF) 
•  Todd (Restaurant Owner/Exec Chef-Victoria’s Boss) 
•  Jack (Investor) 



Casting: 
•              VICTORIA PHILLIPS 
       Parker Posey    Carey Mulligan 



Casting   
                   JANE PHILLIPS 
Annette Bening          Julianna Margulies 



Casting 

        KAMOL                     SENI 
Chow-Yun-Fat                Keith Chin 



Casting 
 BOB PHILLIPS 
Dennis Quaid 



PAUL 
Ryan Reynolds 



TRISH 
Jane Fonda 



ALEX 
Maggie Gyllenhaal 



LOCATION 
•  Banana Leaf GuestHouse 
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ART 



ART 


